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OUR STORY
—
After over 20,000 thousand hours in the 
saddle as a professional cyclist and rider 
for team GB, Yanto Barker founded  
Le Col in 2011. 

We are a team of performance, design 
and cycling specialists united by a desire 
to create a cycling apparel brand with 
a single-minded focus on performance. 
We take real pride in what we do, and 
our purpose is simple but enduring: 
We deliver the best possible technical 
products to help you to achieve your 
potential on every ride. 



THE FACTORY
—
In choosing to work with us to create 
your custom kit, you’re opting to ride in 
apparel that allows you to train and race 
in total comfort, without compromising 
on performance. We pride ourselves on 
paying attention to those little details  
that often get overlooked. 

We never compromise on quality and 
continually search for innovations in all 
our products, which is why we bought 
our own factory in Treviso, Italy – an 
area renowned for expertise in high 
performance sporting apparel. It’s in this 
factory that we’ll use the most up-to-date 
technology and modern fabrics to bring 
your designs to life. 



HOW THE  
PROCESS 
WORKS
—
We’ve spent years working with  
cycling teams to refine our custom 
product and processes so that they’re  
as straightforward and streamlined  
as possible. In keeping things simple,  
we hope to leave you free to focus 
on the most important things in life - 
like riding your bike. 

1/  You can either supply your own 
artwork, or use our in house designers 
to create it for you. 

2/  Once you’re happy with your custom 
design, you’ll just need to confirm the 
quantity, and then your order will go 
into production at the factory. 

3/  Six to eight weeks later, we’ll ship your 
order and you and your team can 
start riding in style.



CLUB RANGE
—
Classic. Relaxed. Stylish.

The most popular choice for club cycling 
teams. Our fully customisable Club jerseys are 
made with a more training-focused fit, giving 
you a great level of breathability and fantastic 
freedom of movement, no matter how long 
your ride. 

Our Club Bibs come with a high-quality 
foam chamois which means zero chafing 
and maximum ventilation – keeping you 
comfortable on the road all year round. 

PRO RANGE
—
Aerodynamic. Lightweight. Race Fit.

For teams where every second counts we offer 
professional kit to the same specifications as 
our pro teams. Every garment in the Pro range 
uses our lightest available fabrics, helping you 
to keep your weight on the bike to a minimum 
and maximise your performance on the road.

The Pro jerseys feature our most aerodynamic 
fit and the Pro bibshorts feature a high-density 
chamois - both designed to optimise speed 
when you’re in a more aggressive on-the-
drops position.

CHOOSING  
THE RIGHT KIT  
FOR YOUR TEAM
—
Whether your club is full of long distance 
devotees, keen racers or weekend 
warriors, here’s a brief guide to help you 
decide which type of Le Col garments are 
best suited to their style of riding.



OUR  
PRODUCTS:  
CLUB  
RANGE



OUR 
PRODUCTS: 
CLUB JERSEYS
—
The fully customisable Club jersey offers 
a great level of breathability and comfort 
with a training-focussed fit.

Features include:

•  Flat locked seams and covered edges 
on the collar to avoid irritation

•  Covered Le Col full-length zip puller  
for ease of use with one hand at  
high speeds. 

•  A silicon gripper at the waist hem  
to hold the jersey firmly in place 



OUR 
PRODUCTS: 
CLUB JERSEYS 
LONG SLEEVE
—
The long sleeve jersey will keep you 
warm on evening rides and everything in 
between. Made from a breathable high 
wicking fleece lined fabric to keep you 
warm when the weather is a little cooler.

Features include:

•  Fast drying, fleece-lined fabric that’s 
soft to the touch

•  A soft-lined high collar with zip guard  
to keep the elements out

•  Three large rear pockets to hold all  
of your essentials

•  A silicon gripper at the waist hem  
to hold the jersey firmly in place



OUR 
PRODUCTS: 
CLUB BIBS
—
The Club bibs are our classic cycling 
shorts.  Fully customisable and made 
from a 210g Lycra fabric, the shorts are 
lightweight, breathable and offer fantastic 
freedom of movement. 

Features include:

•  Six-panel fabric construction and flat 
locked seams 

•  Mesh bib straps to aid heat regulation

•  Our trademark leg gripper to keep  
the shorts in place

•  High-quality foam chamois, with 
hypoallergenic gel inserts which 
support you, ride, after ride

•  A chamois which includes larger 
ventilation holes for added 
breathability, and improved comfort.

•  Special ‘thread and stitch’ shape down 
the outside edges of the chamois, 
keeping rubbing to an absolute 
minimum.



OUR 
PRODUCTS:  
CLUB 
BIB TIGHTS
—
Our Club Bib Tights offer everything 
you need to keep riding in safety and 
comfort through the winter months. 

Features include:

•  Lined with Italian Roubaix fleece,  
and with flatlock seams for maximum 
comfort

•  Our trademark ankle gripper to keep 
the bibs in place

•  Reflective piping to keep you visible  
in the darker evenings

•  High-quality foam chamois, with 
hypoallergenic gel inserts which 
support you, ride, after ride

•  A chamois which includes larger 
ventilation holes for added 
breathability, and improved comfort



OUR 
PRODUCTS: 
CLUB JACKET
—
Our club jacket has been designed to 
provide a tailored fit and thermal layer 
against the elements. Designed with 
a Windstopper front and Meryl fabric 
back the club jacket regulates your 
temperature even during the hardest 
training efforts.

Features include:

•  Ergonomically fitting shoulders which 
are ‘pinned’ to offer a more fitted feel 
when in a riding position

•  Full zip, and zip guard to keep you 
comfortable and dry

•  Silicon grippers around the torso  
to hold the jacket in position



OUR 
PRODUCTS: 
GILET
—
Our custom gilets are a must for any 
cyclist who rides year round. Adding  
a layer of protection from the elements 
when you need it, this gilet packs down 
small enough to fit into a jersey pocket.

Features include:

•  Made from fabrics which are wind and 
shower proof

•  Includes a mesh back panel for added 
breathability

•  Reflective tabs to ensure you’re visible 
on the road in low light

•  Full length zip for ease of taking 
the gilet on/off during changeable 
conditions



OUR  
PRODUCTS:  
PRO  
RANGE



OUR 
PRODUCTS: 
PRO JERSEYS
—
Designed for high-performance riding, 
the Pro Jersey is the most aerodynamic 
jersey we’ve ever created. It uses  
a combination of fabrics for a lighter  
& sharper aero fit, and is ideal for riders 
focused on speed. 

Features include:

•  A new, longer sleeve for aerodynamic 
riding*

•  Upgraded lighter Borgnini fabric on the 
sleeves to keep you cool at the higher 
riding intensity* 

•  A laser cut sleeve finish to reduce extra 
fabric*

•  Flat locked seams and covered edges 
on the collar to avoid irritation

•  Covered Le Col zip puller for ease  
of use with one hand at high speeds 

•  A silicon gripper at the waist hem  
to hold the jersey firmly in place 

*Features specific to the Pro jersey



OUR 
PRODUCTS: 
PRO BIBS
—
The Pro Bibs use a fabric that’s 
engineered to provide exceptional fit 
and deliver dependable form, season 
after season.  

Features include:

•  Trademark Le Col gripper with 
intermittent silicone tabs – holds the 
shorts firmly in place with less pull

•  Flat locked seams to eliminate irritation 

•  High-density Dolomiti chamois pad, for 
extra shock absorption and maximum 
comfort*

•  Special ‘thread and stitch’ shape down 
the outside edges of the pad, keeping 
rubbing to an absolute minimum

•  A chamois which includes larger 
ventilation holes for added 
breathability, and improved comfort

*Features specific to the Pro Bibs



OUR 
PRODUCTS: 
PRO BIB TIGHTS
—
Our fleece-lined Pro Winter cycling tights 
are ideal for unpredictable long days in 
the saddle. 

Features include:

•  Lined with Italian Roubaix fleece, and 
with flatlock seams for maximum 
comfort

•  Reflective piping to keep you visible  
in the darker evenings

•  An upgraded high density, Dolomiti 
pad, for extra shock absorption and 
maximum comfort

•  Special thread and stitch shape down 
the outside edges of the pad, keeping 
rubbing to an absolute minimum

•  A chamois which includes larger 
ventilation holes for added 
breathability, and improved comfort

*Features specific to the Pro Bibs



OUR 
PRODUCTS: 
PRO SKIN SUIT
—
Our Pro Skin Suit is proven to be one of 
the fastest road-race skinsuits in the world. 

The aerodynamic features include:

•  Ergonomically designed long sleeves 
with ‘flow seams’ for minimum wind 
resistance

•  A low cut, collarless neck line which 
eliminates ripples in material at the 
shoulders

•  Short front panels to ensure a perfect  
fit when in the TT position

•  A Skin Suit specific leg gripper to hold 
the shorts in place

•  Extra Lycra material on the back to 
allow maximum airflow over the suit

•  Seams designed to ‘trip’ air away – 
minimising turbulence and creating 
less drag



OUR 
PRODUCTS: 
PRO SPEED SUIT
—
Our Speed Suit combines incredible aero 
speed with the versatility and comfort of  
a jersey. A favourite choice for team riders 
for everything from crits to stage races. 

Features include:

•  Aerodynamic short sleeves, fitted at the 
shoulder and with gummy grippers for 
maximum comfort

•  Refashioned rear pockets which sit 
flat against the torso to minimise drag 
when empty

•  A full front zipper for ease of use

•  A race number flap for pinning on  
a number

•  A small, handy zip pocket to stow 
essential items when racing



ACCESORIES
—
Knee warmers

Leg warmers

Arm Warmers

Overshoes

Caps (minimum order 100)

Socks (minimum Order 100)



CUSTOM 
DESIGN 
TESTIMONIALS
TEAM WIGGINS
—
“The design of this season’s 
Team Wiggins kit is my 
favourite so far, it’s distinctive 
and stylish, and I am looking 
forward to seeing the guys 
racing in it. Working with Le 
Col’s designers has been a 
case of perfectly matching 
their performance insight 
and design expertise with 
my passion for historical 
cycling kit.”   
 
Sir Bradley Wiggins



CUSTOM 
DESIGN 
TESTIMONIALS
STOREY RACING
—
“I love everything about 
the Le Col kit, from the 
chamois to the leg grippers 
and the length on the body 
in the jersey, everything is 
optimised for performance, 
durability and comfort. In the 
12 years I’ve been racing 
bikes and after winning 14 
Paralympic golds - it’s the 
best I’ve used!”
 
Dame Sarah Storey MBE



MENS SIZING GUIDE
JERSEYS & BASELAYERS
—
Le Col Jerseys have a slim fit. The Jerseys are made from high quality 
stretch fabrics so they will adapt to your body. Please see the guide 
below for the recommended size with regard to chest in inches.

BIB SHORTS & T IGHTS
—
The Le Col bib shorts and winter tights are made from high quality 
stretchy fabric and should be tight fitting. The sizing is dependent on 
your waist size. Please see the guide below for the recommended 
size with regard to waist in inches.

XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

Chest < 33 33-36 36-39 39-42 42-45 45-46 46+

Back Length 20-22 22-24 24-27 27-29 29-31 31-33 33+

Arm Length < 23.6 23.6-24.4 24.4-25.2 25.2-26 26-26.6 26.6-27.4 27.4+

XS S M L XL XXL

Waist 28 30 32 34 36 38

Inside Leg 30 32 32 34 34 36



XS S M L XL XXL

Waist 24 26 28 30 32 34

Hips 34 36 38 40 42 44

XS S M L XL XXL

Chest 30 32 34 36 38 40

Arm Length 20 22 23 24 25 26

WOMENS SIZING GUIDE
JERSEYS & BASELAYERS
—
Le Col Jerseys have a slim fit. The Jerseys are made from high quality 
stretch fabrics so they will adapt to your body. Please see the guide 
below for the recommended size with regard to chest in inches.

BIB SHORTS & T IGHTS
—
The Le Col bib shorts and winter tights are made from high quality 
stretchy fabric and should be tight fitting. The sizing is dependent on 
your waist size. Please see the guide below for the recommended 
size with regard to waist in inches.



CONTACT
—
Le Col  
The Old Treacle Factory 
24-40 Goodwin Road 
London, W12 9JW 
United Kingdom

Opening Hours:  
9.30am – 6pm, Mon – Fri

Custom Enquiries:  
07784 318906

Dispatch/Warehouse:  
07851 723944 

Email:  
custom@lecol.cc

 

Join us on Social

 Facebook.com/LeColUK 
 @LeColUK 
 @LeColUK

http://www.Facebook.com/LeColUK
https://www.instagram.com/LeColUK/
https://twitter.com/LeColUK/

